Pyrazinamide resistance and mutations L19R, R140H, and E144K in Pyrazinamidase of Mycobacterium tuberculosis.
Pyrazinamide (PZA) is an important component of first-line antituberculosis drugs activated by Mycobacterium tuberculosis pyrazinamidase (PZase) into its active form pyrazinoic acid. Mutations in the pncA gene have been recognized as the major cause of PZA resistance. We detected some novel mutations, Leucine19Arginine (L19R), Arginine140Histidine (R140H), and Glutamic acid144 Lysine (E144K), in the pncA gene of PZA-resistant isolates in our wet lab PZA drug susceptibility testing and sequencing. As the molecular mechanism of resistance of these variants has not been reported earlier, we have performed multiple analyses to unveil different mechanisms of resistance because of PZase mutations L19R, R140H, and E144K. The mutants and native PZase structures were subjected to comprehensive computational molecular dynamics (MD) simulations at 100 nanoseconds in apo and drug-bound form. Mutants and native PZase binding pocket were compared to observe the consequence of mutations on the binding pocket size. Hydrogen bonding, Gibbs free energy, and natural ligand Fe +2 effect were also analyzed between native and mutants. A significant variation between native and mutant PZase structure activity was observed. The native PZase protein docking score was found to be the maximum, showing strong binding affinity in comparison with mutants. MD simulations explored the effect of the variants on the biological function of PZase. Hydrogen bonding, metal ion Fe +2 deviation, and fluctuation also seemed to be affected because of the mutations L19R, R140H, and E144K. The variants L19R, R140H, and E144K play a significant role in PZA resistance, altering the overall activity of native PZase, including metal ion Fe +2 displacement and free energy. This study offers valuable evidence for better management of drug-resistant tuberculosis.